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Membership News
New members:
Quentin Mair
51 Barrhill Court,  Kirkintilloch
Glasgow G66 3PL,  Scotland
interests: R labels, esp. Glasgow and Scottich R labels 
1907-1952; would like to correspond and exchange
e-mail: qma@gcal.ac.uk
re-instated:
Richard L’Homme (0038)
Avenue Gambetta, Paris 75020, France
interests: AML 100%, esp. private advertising AMLs
e-mail: erlom2015@yahoo.fr

142

141

139

Not often an opportunity is available for members 
of PLSG to meet one another. Well, the New York 
Stamp Show in 2016 offers such an opportunity. 
On Sunday, May 29 at 11 A.M. in Room 1E12 we 
may meet face-to-face. We have this room for one 
hour.  A short presentation will be given and also 
information about membership and projects.
You will be very much welcome!

Question
Who can tell us more about these labels:

on a cover from France, 
2009

found in a set of 
Australian labels

Any comment, story, news, remarkable item 
will be welcomed by your editor.

Jan, C. ter Welle, Express Labels 
of the World, 2014
thanks to users of this catalog 
and other collectors I have been 
able to publish 2 supplements 
already with about 150 new 
catalog items. More is coming!
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German Feldpost      Darus Greathouse
Part 4
It has been awhile since I wrote about German Feldpost labels (#110, pp. 10-14).  Material on this subject is not that 
easy to find.  I would like to thank Bas for finding some of this material and making it available to me.
As I obtain more data, I can see that I will have to re-write all the parts and merge what I  have into a more logical 
order.  If you can send scans of anything that  would add to this subject, it would be helpful.
In the meantime, here is an up-date of additional material that I did not have before.
Here are the only two blue Feldpost labels that I have seen. Since they are off cover, little is known about them.

4.1: Dark blue, inner frame has round corners, 
crosses touch the inner frame and the e cross 
bar is at an angle. The letters are smaller, roult 
with blue dashed cut lines.

4.2: Light blue, corners of inner frame is 
indented, crosses do not touch. Cross bar of e 
is parallel, the letters are larger, roult with blue 
dashed cut lines.

4.3: red, thin white inner frame w/ round corners, 
11.5 pf., on postcard dated 1.8.17, looks as label in part 3: date 
11.6.15, except bar of e is parallel, not angled.

4.4 and 4.5: the inner oval frame is made of dots and dashes.  The background is composed of thin white 
parallel lines.

4.4: post carddate not readable, roult.Letters 
thicker than 4.5

4.5 postcard dated 28.7.17, roult. With red 
dashed cut lines, thin letters

4.6: cover dated 2.7.41, label 13x27 mm, 2 
white inner frames, round corners, thin inner 
frame, faint red edges, impf.

4.7: cover dated 5.7.41, label is 15x49 mm, impf. 
1 mm white frame,with red edge, double vertical 
back of F, unusual letters.

4.6: cover dated 2.7.41, label 13x27 mm, 2 
white inner frames, round corners, thin inner 
frame, faint red edges, impf.

4.9: 1 mm red frame, 9x41.5 mm white 
background, 12 pf. Black letters 4x37 mm, w/o 
serifs

By the way, I (BK) came across a Michel catalogue about Germany Third Reich - Field Post & Official 
Mail. Unfortunately in German language: Michel, Handbuch-Katalog Deutsche Feldpost 1937-1945, 
1991, 3. Auflage, 390 S.
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4UK.x: United Kingdom Feldpost cancels

4UK.1: 3x77 mm red ink ,On Her Majesty’s Service, Field 
office cancel 15, date not readable. Code on cover reads 
N0. 26-127.
‘ERMAESSIGTE GEBÜHR’ = reduced postage

4UK.2: OHMS offical cover dated June 12, 
1980, with Forces Post Office cancel.

Feldpost Other than German Material

4Swi.x: Switzerland Feldpost Labels

4Swi.1 On Switzerland cover dated 1943, orange 
paper, label printed: Feldpost Interlaken,  back 
stamped 10.1.43, with Feldpost 13, D. Camp. 
Cancel.

4Swi.2 On Switzerland cover dated (back-
stamped Sept. 30,1939, (Feldpost 6 
Division  cancel) Label is printed: Feldpost 
P. camp on  orange paper.

Two aspects of collecting postal labels        Bas Kee

I believe that collecting postal labels has two aspects:
1) Understanding the use of a particular type of label. In other words: what is the functional meaning of a label; what 
contribution does it make to the processing of a message from sender to addressee by the postal service? This is only 
apparent on a postal item, like a cover, parcel card, etc.  But for the understanding of the purpose of a particular type 
of label, the type itself is irrelevant: having seen one air mail label, you have seen them all.
2) collecting varieties of a particular type of label, like collecting air mail labels, registration labels and so on. For 
this second aspect, a catalogue is helpful, but the functional meaning as noted in the first aspect is absent therein. 
Therefore the two belong together.
I would like to illustrate both aspects with an example because of the different types of labels on it. First, the use of 
these labels need to be understood or explained. Then I will show some different types of one of these labels.

The example is a 
parcel card from 
1929, some time ago. 
Today, it would look 
very different, but the 
functions have not 
changed much.
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There are a lot of different labels: what do they mean?
In issue #117 some attention was given to V-registration labels 
for insured mail. In my example the sender sends a parcel to 
Switzerland and wishes to insure the content, valued at 14 
guilders, as is written on the parcel card.

Were it a letter instead of a parcel, the letter must be registered. But 
according to the Dutch postal regulations in the relevant period, parcels 
could not be registered. Nevertheless, the parcel has to be identified in the 
processing and a label for providing this identification is attached. It says: 
parcel number 93 in the post office of The Hague; the address of the sender 
is also in The Hague.

The label to the left signifies the following: the sender has been earlier received 
the parcel from another country. The parcel was meant to be sent forwarded to 
another country. The Dutch recipient-sender may avoid paying taxes because of 
the transit and this is administered by a particular tax document. When sending 
the parcel abroad, it must be clearly indicated that this particular document is 
attached to the parcel. That is the function of this label.

This next label, only in the international postal language, notes that the sender is 
paying for any taxes which the addressee otherwise have to pay on arrival. In my 
example, however, it is still not completely clear on the parcel card what the sender 
wishes, because he should choose between paying all taxes (tous droits) or only 
customs charges (droits de douane seulement). In the latter case the addressee has 
to pay for the postal handling determining whether any customs charge is due. (See 
also #114, Dutch duty labels). The difference between these possibilities is also clear 
on the Swiss marking placed on the arrival of the parcel in Switzerland:

Not only on the parcel 
card but also on the 
parcel itself should 
be indicated that it is 
insured. Therefore a 
combination of a large and a small label was available. Unfortunately, wrappings of parcels 
are almost always destroyed and copies of the large label are mint. 

What was said about the 
combination of a large 
and small value label 
applies in the same way 
for the document lable as 
you can see.

For ‘franc de droits’ labels 
again there is a large and 
small version.
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There are four possible dues:
1) Zoll = customs charges (import duties etc.)
2) Monopol (I’m not sure what this means)
3) Stat. Gebühr = a fee for maintaining statistics, this is a fixed amount, 
independent from weight and value of the parcel
4) Zollbehdld = handling by the postal service

In this marking says the Franc de droits (all taxes paid) but the addressee nevertheless has to pay the 
statistics fee. (In other countries, some kind of form is used instead of a marking, see #116, “More about 
duty labels”.)

The last element to be explained is the postage: 1.05 guilders. This, however, is 
not so simple. There are four determining factors:
1) Within the relevant period a standing charge of 0.15 cents per parcel is due;
2) for insurance somewhere between 0.05 and 0.10 cents has to be paid, 
depending on the value declared. Suppose the fee is in our case 0.05 cents.
3) the amount for postage is depending on weight, till 1 kilo it is 0.65 cents
4) the amount to be paid for ‘franc de droits’ I cannot explain because I’m not 

sure whether any customs charge is due or not, and I don’t know the amount for customs handling by the 
Swiss postal service.
Here are matters for further research.

The second aspect of collecting postal labels consists of collecting varieties of the different labels we discussed. For 
instance varieties of franc de droits (and I must admit that I know only labels from European countries).

Belgium

1925, imperf. 1925, imperf. 1926, imperf.

Denmark France

1973, perf. 1896, imperf.

Hungary

Two labels: small and large

Netherlands

1929, imperf., sender 
has chosen to pay 
in advance only the 
customs charges

1951, imperf.

Germany

1929, imperf. 1936, imperf. 1958, perf. 1974, imperf.
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Survey of 6 Great Britain O.H.M.S. covers   Darus Greathouse

I have tried to sum up an overview of these 6 covers. 
While I am not trying to anyone how or what to buy, 
I have found that if I pass on an item(s), I am almost 
sorry afterwards that I did so. Also not meaning 
to sound greedy, if there is more than one item of 
interest, take your time, and review each of the 
group. It may be wise to buy all of the items, for 
varieties that are worthwhile to share with others.

I obtained six brown (81x131 mm) covers with On 
His Majesty’s Service printed on the flap side (one 
on the non-flap side) of the envelope. See Fig. 1, for 
sample.

Fig. 1

All six covers, regardless of the instructions on each label, 
were opend by cutting, neatly along one edge. Since they 
were official mail, there was no postage seen. Each had 
an Unitted Kingdom Field Post circular concel, with an 
indicated location number (340) and date.

All six covers indicate that they were sent to MFO Depot 
or RTO, Hamburg-Altona, BAOR 3. Four of the covers had 
additional Certified cancels of some kind.
Three of the covers have the labels with white paper. 
They were dated one as 1954, and two from 1953, usage. 
They had fieldpost numbers of 240, 414 (back stamps also 
328), and one was not readable. To date, two reference 
numbers were noted, ending in 8000M/4-52. The larger 
printed reference number is in serified letters (Fig. 3) and 
the other reference number is in smaller block print (Fig. 
4).

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
The threecovers with labels of brown paper, were all used 
in 1954, and had Field Post Offices of 414, 774, and 909. 
The same reference type was used on these labels, to date.

These labels are not what PLSG normally looks at, but I do 
believe that they meet the definition of postal labels, and 
are interesting to me. I am open to any other information 
on these labels or any other labels (that are not main 
stream) but that may have caught your fancy.

Question
Milt Keiles is asking for information: who can identify the city mentioned in 
this R-marking?
Google says the language is Maltese but I can’t find any city or town by that 
name in Malta. I can’t quite make out the next to last latter, therefore three 
possible options:
 MÄNTIÄ or MÄNTLÄ or MÄNTTÄ
Any help or further information is very much appreciated.
(see masthead how to contact him)
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I have gone from Windows 7 to 8.1. Until I get used to 8.1 (or 10 in the near? future), I have to pass on 
the offer of un-limited scans of lots, until further notice.

Auction

Auction: #119    Closing Date: December 20
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for listed conditions

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
Lot Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 

Air Mail Labels
1 Aden ADN-A-1b ***** mint  $5,00 
2 Albania ALB-A-1a **** ng, pm, thin  $4,00 
3 ALB-A-11 **  looks like cut-out  but as stated in Smith, w/ false perfs  $3,00 
4 Algeria ALG-A-2a ** back mostly paper adhev.  $2,00 
5 ALG-A-3a ** w/ gum?,  $2,00 
6 Argentina ARG-B-9 *** ng  $3,00 
7 ARG-B-12 **** mint  $6,00 
8 Australia AUS-B-9 ***** as, w/ gum ( minor faults), hm  $12,00 
9 AUS-B-14 **** full gum w/ pm  $6,00 
10 AUS-B-20 ** as, mint  $1,00 
11 AUS-B-22a **** gum w/ hm  $25,00 
12 AUS-B-28 ***** ng, vertical crease, trimmed at bottom  $7,50 
13 AUS-B-29 **** ng, small smear on front  $4,50 
14 AUS-B-37 *** mint booklet of 3 panes of 4  $20,00 
15 AUS-C-5 ***** ng, 2 hinges  $5,00 
16 AUS-D-9 * matt gum or no gum seen  $1,00 
17 Austria unl. yellow self- adv horz mint pair  $4,00 
18 AUT-A-1a **** ng,pm,hm  $3,00 
19 AUT-A-2a **** ng,winkled, pm, blue x canncel  $3,00 
20 AUT-A-2b **** mint, some winkles  $3,00 
21 AUT-A-3a *** gum w/ hm,pm  $2,00 
22 AUT-A-5/6 ****/*** not Ided by owner, ng,hm, one w/ ribbed paper, both labels        $4,00 
23 AUT-A-12 * ng  $0,25 
24 AUT-A-17 * ng  $0,25 
25 Bahrain BAH-A-1a ** ng  $1,00 
26 BAH-A-1b ** ng  $1,00 
27 Barbados BAR-A-3b **** mint  $4,00 
28 Belgium BEL-A-1a **** hm,pm,full gum, right front faded  $3,00 
29 BEL-A-1b **** ng  $3,00 
30 BEL-A-4a *** hm,as  $2,00 
31 BEL-A-5 *** ng  $2,00 
32 BEL-A-5 *** 2 shades/2 labels  $3,50 
33 BEL-A-8 ** ng  $1,00 
34 BEL-B-1a *** mint  $12,00 
35 Bophuthatswana BOP-A-2   **           partial canncel  $1,00 
36 Brazil BRA-B-1 ***** block of 6, full gum, thin,1 hm, some gum damage  $45,00 
37 BRA-B-1 ***** canncel, paper adhev.,  $6,00 
38 BRA-B-2 ***** gum w/ hm,pm  $3,50 
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Auction: #119    Closing Date: December 20
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for listed conditions

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
Lot Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 
39 BRA-A-3 ***** gum w/ hm,pm  $3.50 
40 BRA-B-6x ***** ng /hm, dark blue  $4.00 
41 BRA-B-6z **** mint, Black-blue  $4.00 
42 BRA-B-8 ***** mint, thins  $3.00 
43 BRA-B-18c *** looks like the label, but may be a cut-out?  $1.00 
44 BRA-B-28 ***** ng  $15.00 
45 BRA-C-11 * used on piece  $0.25 
46 Bulgaria BUL-A-2 **** gum w/ hm  $3.00 
47 BUL-A-38 **** as submitted, not confirmed, gum w/ hm, print blurred  $4.00 
48 BUL-C-1a ** mint  $2.00 
49 Canada CAN-A-3 ***** ng  $5.00 
50 CAN-A-8 **** full gum w/ hm  $3.00 
51 CAN-A-13 **** mint  $5.00 
52 CAN-A-14 **** mint  $3.00 
53 CAN-A-25 **** mint  $4.00 
54 CAN-A-28 *** mint  $4.00 
55 CAN-A-32 * ng  $1.00 
56 CAN-B-7 *** full gum w/ minor hm  $2.00 
57 CAN-B-8 **** mint  $4.00 
58 CAN-B-9a *** mint, w/ minor creases  $2.00 
59 CAN-B-11 **** full gum w/ pm, as  $4.00 
60 CAN-B-12 **** ng  $3.00 
61 CAN-B-14 *** mint  $2.00 
62 CAN-B-15 *** ng, pm, thin  $2.00 
63 CAN-B-16b ** ng, hm  $2.00 
64 CAN-B-18 ** mint/matt gum, as  $2.00 
65 Chile CHL-A-2a **** mint  $4.00 
66 Christmas Island CRI-A-2    ****         paper adhev  (95%), corner crease  $4.00 
67 China CHN-A-1c **** ng w/srain, as  $3.00 
68 Columbia CLM-B-10b ***** dg  $5.00 
69 CLM-B-13a ***** mint  $7.00 
70 CLM-B-14 ***** mint, as  $7.00 
71 CLM-B-17 ***** as, mint  $7.00 
72 Cuba CUB-B-4 *** ng  $3.00 
73 Denmark DNK-A-1 **** full gum w/ h, vertical crease  $4.00 
74 Egypt EGY-A-1 **** gum w/ faults, minor bends  $3.00 
75 EGY-A-4b *** lower left corner blk of 12, mint, minor pf separation  $10.00 
76 EGY-A-4b *** mint  $2.00 
77 Esthonia EST-A-2a **** gum w/ faults, 2 thins,  $2.00 
78 Finland FNL-A-3a **** gum w/ hm, wide steps  $3.00 
79 FNL-A-3b **** gum w/ hm,pm gum faults  $3.00 
80 FLN-A-6b **** on paper  $2.00 
81 FNL-A-7 **** ng  $2.00 
82 FNL-A-17 *** ng,pm hm  $1.00 
83 France FRA- unl like B-44, but blue and not red, disturbed gum,nick top right       $8.00 
84 FRA-A-3a *** Trimed close top right, ng  $2.00 
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Auction: #119    Closing Date: December 20
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for listed conditions

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
Lot Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 
85 FRA-A-3d ** looks blue or greenishng, ng, hm  $1.00 
86 FRA-B-16 ***** ng  $5.00 
87 FRA-B-68 ***** paper adhev  (95%), corner crease, ID not confirmed  $5.00 
88 Fed Rep Ger FRG-B1b *** mint, minor corner bend, large roult steps  $4.00 
89 Ger Dem Rep GDR-B-2a **** full gum but for thin at back  $4.00 
90 Ger Dt. Reich GER-A-1a **** mint but for pm.  $4.00 
91 GER-A-5 **** damaged gum, thin  $4.00 
92 GER-A-11 **** mint  $5.00 
93 GER-A-14 ***** mint, as  $9.00 
94 GER-A-17 **** ng, hm  $3.00 
95 GER-A-18 **** gum with hm, paper adhev, all minor, as $4.00
96 GER-B-1a ***** mint  $10.00 
97 GER-B-1c **** mint  $5.00 
98 GER-B-2 ***** mint  $7.00 
99 GER-B-3 ***** ng  $2.50 
100 GER-B-4 ***** mint, as  $7.00 
101 GER-C-16a ***** full gum w/ pm, front corner damaged  $4.00 
102 GER-C-22 **** ng, face faults  $3.00 
103 Great Britian unl. Orbit ASSS on backing paper, c. 2001  $2.50 
104 unl. snail mail, 2001 dated, on backig paper  $4.00 
105 unl. Happy Christmas MCD 2005, w/ backig paper  $4.00 
106 GBR-B-8 ***** ng, hm  $8.00 
107 GBR-B-11 ***** full gum w hm  $10.00 
108 GRB-B-12 ***** ng,  $8.00 
109 GRB-B-16a *** mint w/ pm  $3.50 
110 GRB-C-36 **** mint  $5.00 
111 Guatemala GTM-C-1a ***** gum w/ 2 lg thins, emblossed  $3.00 

112 Guyana GUY-A-1x **
listed as sheet of 4,blkof 4 w/ tab, no gum, obtained 
directly from country as result of write-in

 $12.00 

113 Greece GRC-A-1a **** vertical pair imperf inbetween, mint,as rare`  $35.00 
114 GRC-B-1a ***** full gum but for hm  $10.00 
115 GRC-B-1b ***** ng  $2.50 
116 GRC-B-2 ***** full gum w/ sloight hm  $10.00 
117 Hong Kong HNK-A-3x unl mint horz  coil strip of 3, vertical roult (submitted as 4a)  $4.00 
118 HNK-A-5a *** as submitted, ng  $2.00 
119 HNK-A-6 ** as submitted, ng  $1.00 
120 HNK-A-10a * mint, as  $0.50 
121 Honduras HND-A-1a ***** mint  $5.00 
122 HND-B-2 ***** ng  $2.00 
123 HND-C-1a **** full gum w/ hm  $2.50 
124 Hungary HUN-A-1 ***** ng,pm,hm,stained, centers off  $4.00 
125 HUN-A-2 *** used, hm  $1.50 
126 HUN-A-3 *** mint, gray blue, as  $3.00 
127 Iceland ICL-B-4 *** mint or matt gum ?  $3.00 
128 India IND-A-7a ** ng  $1.00 
129 Ireland IRL-A-4 **** as is, ng, hm  $3.00 
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Auction: #119    Closing Date: December 20
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for listed conditions

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
Lot Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 
130 IRL-A-6 *** ng, hm  $2.00 
131 Iran IRN-A-2 ***** looks mint, mis-centered  $5.00 
132 IRN-B-1 **** large thin,nick, faults  $3.00 
133 Iraq IRQ-A-7b **** full gum, w/ pm  $4.00 
134 Italy ITA-A-2 ** ng, vertical crease  $2.00 
135 ITA-B-5 **** ng, hm  $2.00 
136 ITA-B-6 **** as, ng, slight hm  $2.50 
137 ITA-B-9 ***** cracked gum, thin, hm  $4.00 
138 ITA-B-10 ***** mint  $6.00 
139 Japan unlisted 8 partial, mint( on yellow backing paper) panes of SAL labels   $10.00 
140 unlisted 24X49, 1998, mint w/ yellow backing paper  $0.50 

The following 2 lots, as submitted, look like mint sheets of JPN-A-10-12 or JPN-A-18-20 (not Id’ed by 
owner). w/ varities of ref.numbers of the panes (8x2). Sample of labels shown.

141 not id’ed * 5 different mint panes  $5.00 
142 * 5 different mint panes  $5.00 
143 JPN-A-6b * block of 25 (5x5) ribbed paper, gum not seen, may be matt?      $8.00 
144 JPN-B-5b **** as, not id’ed, id’ed by elimination, only one that is 10 pf., as is    $3,00 

145 JPN-C-16
can not confirm value or catalog #, sheet of 22 (2x11) , mint on blue 
backing paper.

146 Kenya KEN-B-2X * not confirmed, shades,  $2.00 
147 Latvia LAT-A-1a **** 11.5 pf. , full gum w/ hm  $3.00 
148 Lithuania LIT-A-2 **** ng  $3.00 
149 Luxemburg LUX-A-4 **** ng  $2.00 
150 Mexico unlisted believed to be Mexico?  $12.00 
151 MEX-B-7b **** pane of 5, nh w/ booklet covers  $25.00 
152 MEX-B-10 **** full booklet of 5 panes of 5 labels  $40.00 
153 MEX-B-10 **** mint w/ tab  $4.00 
154 MEX-C-12 ** ng  $1.00 

                  THE AUCTION STOCK IS RUNNING OUT. PLEASE SEND NEW LOTS
155 Morocco MRC-C-9 **** ng  $2.00 
156 Netherland NEL-A-1 **** gum w/ hm  $3.00 
157 NEL-A-11 **** mint but for pm, as submitted  $4.00 
158 NEL-B-13 **** ng,pm  $3.00 
159 NEL-B-16 *** mint  $4.00 
160 NEL-B-19a *** ng,pm  $3.00 
161 NEL-B-23 *** mint  $3.00 
162 NEL-C-1 *** mint  $3.00 
163 NEL-C-10 *** mint  $3.00 
164 New Zealand unlisted mint  $6.00 
165 NZL-C-8 ** ng, pm  $2.00 
166 NZL-C-15 *** ng seen  $2.50 
167 Norway NOR-A-1 ***** ng,hm  $4.00 
168 Oman OMN-A-2b ** mint  $2.00 
168A South Africa unlisted mint,with 3/4 tear top to bottom, The Edward hotel, Durban        $4.00
168B South Africa RSA-A-2 **** ng, hm  $3.00 
169 Soviet Union SOV-A-5a **** gum w/ hm, small thin,off-center, red x in corners  $4.00 
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nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for listed conditions

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
Lot Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 
170 St. Vincent SVC-A-1a **** as submitted, small part of water-mark seen  $5.00 
171 Thailand THL-A-1a **** as submitted, rough pf.ng,pm  $3.00 
172 Tunisia TUN-C-2a *** full gum w/ hm, natural bend?, one pf damaged  $2.00 
173 Vanuatu unlisted ng,  $3.00 
174 Yugoslavia YUG-A-34 **** as submitted, ng,  $4.00 
175 YUG-A-37a ** as submitted, gum looks mint  $1.00 
176 YUG-A-47 * pn paper  $0.50 
177 no lot
178 no lot
179 United States unlisted vertical pair @ ref A. August tiger  $2.00 
180 unlisted Express Mail Corp Acct, Label 108, Jan 1986  $2.00 
181 unlisted Fed EX, Global exp., Feb 2006  $2.00 
182 unlisted Special Delvery, yellow, red and blue  $1.50 
183 unlisted Special Delvery, green and  yellow, horz. pair / bking paper        $1.00
184 unlisted Special Delivery, grn/yellow on white, horz pair/ backing paper   $2.00
185 unlisted Priority Mail, brown backgrd,no date or ref numbers  $2.00 
186 unlisted self-adhev pane of 10 labels from Western Air, usage ?  $1.00 
187 unlisted self adhev yellow/ black AML 13x25 mm.  $1.00 
188 USA-A-10 * vertical strip of 3 , mint  $3.00 
189 USA-A-11 * mint block of 12, roult  $6.00 
190 USA-A-19 ** self adhev, on backing paper  $1.25 
191 USA-A-32 * partial pane (4 labels, 1 missing,1 loose,w/ tab  $1.00 
192 USA-B-3 **** mint  $2.00 
193 USA-C-26 ***** mint  $4.50 
194 USA-C-96 **** mint  $2.50 
195 USA-C-136 ** mint  $1.00 
196 USA-C-395 *** partial booklet w/ 2 mint panes of 4  $12.00 
197 USA-C-395 *** partial booklet w/ 3 mint panes of 4  $20.00 
198 USA-C-400 ** ng  $1.00 
199 USA-C-465b *** mint  $1.50 

Registration Labels
200 Bulgaria 7,1 Block of four  $4.00 

LET IT NOT BE THE END OF OUR AUCTIONS.    PLEASE BRING NEW MATERIALS  
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Closing date: december 20, 2015

1. PLSG Postal Bid Auctions are restricted to PLSG members in good standing.
2. Bids must reach Postal Auctioneer no later than 7 pm on closing date.
3. Lots are sold at one increment over next highest bid per schedule below. Earliest bid prevails in case of ties.
4. Notification with invoice will be made as soon as possible. Payment due on receipt. Prompt refund made for  
 lots returned for just cause.
5. Owners are charged 10% of amount realized, 5% buyer’s premium added to help defray costs of operations.
6. Members are urged to send their excess material to Postal Auctioneer for inclusion in forthcoming sale.
7. Material submitted is at owner’s risk. Every reasonable precaution is taken for its protection but neither   
 Auctioneer nor PLSG may be held liable for damage or diappearance.
8. Consignors must describe each lot and set reserves. Auctioneer will confirm descriptions and edit as needed.
9. Abbreviations used are those in standard philatelic practice.
10. Remittances should be made to the Postal Auctioneer by name.
11. A list of “Prices Realized” will be published in succeeding issues of the Bulletin.

Bid advances: up to $10, by 25c
 $10 - $20, by 50c
 $20 - $50, by $1
 over $50, by $2

Auction #115 Closing date 12-20-2014
Lot # Bid Result Lot # Bid Result Lot # Bid Result

Successful bids will be circled. Please do not enter bids in units smaller that 25c. Such entries will be lowered to 
the nearest quarter-dollar. Bids for less than the reserve will be ignored.

Lots must be paid for within 7 days of receipt or returned of not in accordance with the description.
Please sign your bid sheet form in the space provided and make cheques payable to:
Darus W. Greathouse
1505 Dogwood Drive
Cherry Hill, NJ - 08003

From Name _________________________

Address ____________________________

 ____________________________

 ____________________________

Signature ___________________________

Member # __________________________


